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HELP TO KEEP HIM SMILING ALWAYS ...
Our actions today will reflect on the future of our
country and the happiness of those near and dear
to us ... only we can ensure a happy smiling future
for the India of tomorrow
by striving, as we have
never done befo're, in every field of activity in
which we are engaged.
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beginning on September 22. Too many statements, most of them from
business magnates, have appeared in the last few days asking people not
to respond to the ,call for the bandh.
Mr P. C. Sen has been quoting
Pericles on democracy to the populace.
The Government
has come
out with advertisements telling people what fools they will be to take
part in it. "Resistance" groups are being organised all' over the State
presumably to bring this home to those who may like to join the bandh.
Six battalions of armed police from outside are in the State for weeks,
perhaps acclimatising tllemselves to local conditions.
No doubt the army
is standing in the wings, waiting for the cue. Other measures remain to
be worked out; but from what has emanated from the series of conferences
already held it appears that in the coming confrontation no holds may be
barred.
In this the State Government has the full support of the Centre.
Significantly, the mission that carrie from New Delhi to advise West Bengal
on how to tackle the situation did not have a 'single official competent to
deal with the State's food and economic problems.
The presence of the
Union Home Secretary and the Director of Central Intelligence can only
mean that to New Delhi the bandh is no more than a law and order
problem.
Even the State Government, for all its timidity, found this too
much to stomach.
It is reported to have told the Centre that in the situation in West Bengal one bag of rice will be more helpful than a company
of policemen.
This plain talk has not improved matters; it will not, for
it is beyond the Centre to discipline delinquent States like Orissa and
Andhra Pradesh which are going slow in fulfilling their commitments to
West Bengal. Of imported rice, more has been heard of the eight thousand tonnes that went down with the "Ratna Shobhana" in the Hooghly
than of actual arrivals.
Where this confrontation
will lead to it is not time yet to say, for
we go to press as both sides move in formation.
Whether the bandh will
pass off peacefully or not depends more on the Government than anybody else. Despite all apprehensions, the "ghera dalo" movement has so
far been quiet.
The behaviour of the demonstrators has been exemplary,
and in one instance mischief was prevented by two Opposition MLAs
among the demonstraters.
The police have stayed their hand and once
again it has been shown that disorder starts when the police act. The
Government can' profit from this experience.
It is true that no Goxernment can acquiesce in the suspension of inter-State communication
for
forty-eight hours; but no sensible Government would cut off all contacts
with the Opposition and allow its party to muffle the Assembly for days
before the bandh; there should be other ways of meeting the threat.
The
Left parties have their own reasons for calling the bandh, though they
know well that. it would cause some hardship to sections of the people.
No effort has been made to persuade them out of what must be a reluctant
posture.
If, as the Government mechanically maintains, the sole purpose of the

NOW
Opposition
parties
in calling
the
bandh
is to reap some political
harvest, the Government
will only
aid them by reverting
to the discredited strategy of l·elJruary-March.
The fiction that the vast majority
of t.he people are bLing coerced into
panicip-atlOn mayor
may not hold;
but, in any event, its impact cannOI
last till February next.
Un the otht>r
hand, if the P9l1ce and Congress
"volunteers"
swmg into action, disruption will be tar more widespread
and disorder
linger.
For, despite
hesitatIOn in cenam quarters about
the tony-eight-huur
uaudh the pea·
pIe are not enchanted with the Gov·
ernment.
It. w1l1 be a grievous mistake to regard apathy as anupathy,
and any attempt to turn the table
on the Opposiuon
through resort to
repressive methods, as In Bankura,
wlll recoil on the Government
and
the Congress.
Alrea<;ly there
is
mounting
resentment
against
the
widespread
arrests,
through
which
the aut.horities
are also punishing
those who took an act.ive part in organising the mass casual leave of Government
employees.
On calm reflection it should appear, even at this
late hour, to the Government
that it
recovered
in April part. of what it
lost in March, and there is no reason
for a deliberate
and dangerous
departure from sanit.y.

A Touch Of Pragmatism
The opposit.ion parties in Kerala
have now signed some kind of a "common declaration
of intent".
This
falls short of a "common minimum
programme",
but still deserves to be
commended
as a beginning.
The
next step is to allocate the constituencies between candidates
of the
seven parties.
If what is happening
in West Bengal is any portent, Mr
Namboodiripad
has a much severer
task ahead.
The way the Congress
has gone
about to expound
the 'heads-I-wintails-you-lose' variant of the theme,
parliamentary
democracy has by now
lost much of its glamour in this country. Dr Lohia is right that if a last·
minute salvage is to be attempted,
the best thing is for the opposite
parties to combine their resources in
the elections,
avoid triangular
contests, and knock off the Congress from'
its superior pedestal. This cannot be
accomplished
at one shot, but if,
through
electoral
adjustments,
the

4

Congress could be reduced
to the
role of a minority party in at least
some States in next year's elections,
hearts would lift and there would be
a general resurgence of confidence in
the people's ability to get rid of corrupt and inefficient regimes through
the process of parliamentary
democracy. Insofar as such adjustments
among the Opposition
parties do not
nurture the growth of Swatantra or
Jan Sangh-type groups any effort to
contain the overbearingness
of the.
ruling party should be approved and
supported.
But there ought to be some rules
of the game which all parties trying
to come together. must observe.
The
West Bengal parties have started in
a pragmatic vein: unlike in Kerala,
they are not bothered about prior declarations of intent or programme of
activities, perhaps
because, even in
their private domain, several of these
parties have preci~us little to offer in
the way of a sharply delineated philosophy or plan of action.
But prag·
matism should proceed further.
The
first rule of the game, for reaching
an electoral understanding,
is an appreciation on the part of all partie~
is that nobody
is anybody's
fool.
Tall claims, which are not backed hv
either organisational
strength or mass
base, will make life difficult for everybody, with the Congress emerging as
the ultimate beneficiary if the nego.
tiations
come to nought.
Whether
one likes it or not, the undivided
Communist
Party of India received
more than a quarter of the total votes
cast in West Bengal in the 1962 elections.
Despite vicissitudes in the intervening years, and despite the split.
the Communists
will provide
the
hard core of the Opposition challengt
in next year's elections.
If anything.
there are visible signs that the influence of the Communists has spread
dramatically
during recent months.
Again, it should not be difficult to
assess the relative strength of the two
wings of the Communist
Party.
Some would give the Left Communists an overwhelming
preponderance over the Right CPI-5
: I-in
this State; others would scale the
proportion
down.
But, given the
will to dislodge
the Congress,
it
should
be possible
for reasonable
people to agree on a rough order of
magnitude regarding relative strength,
and to apportion the seats accordingly.
But this reasonableness
will have
no scope if blackmailing
the collea·

gues in the coalition takes precedent(
over bringing down the Congress io
any particular party's covert roster 01
ambitions.
It is of course true tha~
in any such coalition of efforts, the
largest constituent
party has to make
some additional sacrifices for the sake
of unity.
Because it is the major
element, it can afford to make gestures.
But there are limits to this. II
too much advantage is sought to be
forced out of it, its own rank and
file may revolt. in disgust, and the
fur will then be really flying.

One. Sensible Step
The agreement between the' Indian
and PakIstani Army chiefs-to
pre.
vent tension in border areas-is
of
course too small a development to
redeem the stupid and dangerous reo
lations between the two countries.
Yet sensible people will welcome it
as a step in the right" direction.
It is
particularly
welcome in the context
of the hysteria that both Rawalpindi
and New Delhi tried to work up in
recent
weeks over repor~ed
troop
concentratio_ns
and ot.her military
preparations
by the other side; the
apEarent ease with which agreement
was reached by the Army chiefs lent
little confirmation to the fearsome accounts recently given by Mr Chavan
and other
Indian
spokesmen of
Pakistan's
military
intentions
and
plans against India.
Both Governments evidently find such propaganda
politically necessary and it may seem
strange that they agreed to dispense
with this need for some time; we had
indeed feared that the ruling party
in this country would consider it
essential
to keep alive both the
Chinese and Pakistani
threats until
after the coming elections.
That it
decided of its own accord to be less
dishonest in making use of the Pakistani bogey seems rather too good to
be true; a likelier explanation
lies io
.the reported American warning that
the artificial
build-u p of tension
would make both countries ineligi.
ble for American military assistance.
Whatever
the explanation,
it is
greatly to be hoped ·that the accord
on troop movement and the plan to
maintain a "hot line" will be follow·
ed by agreement
in other specific
areas. Any move towards a settlement on Kashmir is perhaps too much
to hope for in an election year; Mr
Swaran Singh, indeed,
finds it a
matter of considerable
gratification
SEPTEMBER
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plainly told that dissolution
of the
that he was able to prevent the ComCommonwealth
would harm them far
monwealth communique
from commore than Britain.
Unfortunately,
mending the Tashkent
agreement
that is the truth.
None of the preand expressing the hope that the
sent members of the Commonwealth,
Kashmir issue would be settled by
the black and brown ones that is, are
peaceful negotiations
direclly
beyet prepared for a radical change in
tween India
and Pakistan.
India
their social and political and econostill maintains that there is nothing
mic systems. They all fought, more
to settle, hence nothing to discuss; in
or less, their colonisers and eventually
(act, the dispute does not exist at all,
got rid of, them.
But they all, the
simply because New Delhi has decidblacks and the browns, remain prisoned that i~ does not exist. It is quite
ers of their past.
As long as they
inconceivable that the Congress Govcontinue to think with a Westminster
ernment will have either the will or
frame
of reference,
parliamentary
the courage to deviate from this posidemocracy and the rest, the hold of
tion before it finds itself re-installed
Westminster will remain. This is not
in office in February or March, and
it is idle to speculate now on what , untrue even of angry Zambia, whose
Foreign Minister walked out of the
will happen thereafter. But Paki,tan,
conference but left the Finance Mintoo, needs to accept certain realities;
ister behind for old times' sake.
(or it to maintain
that nothing can
or should be done to improve IndoMr Wilson gave away nothing at
Pakistani relations
before a settleall. Rhodesia still remains, primariment of the Kashmir dispute reflects
ly, a British responsibility.
Efforts to
a totally unwarranted
degree of polido a deal with Ian Smith will con·
tical cynic;ism. The effects of conti·
tinue.
A time limit is supposed to
nuing restrictions on travel, particuhave' been set, the end of the year.
larly between
East Pakistan
and
The only penalty clause inserted in
West Bengal, show how grievous can
this discredited
contractor's
delivery
be the human implications of su~h a
schedule appears to be that, if by the
cynical attitude.
On both sides of
time the 1966 calendars have to be
the border, people have suffered unthrown out of the window nothing
told anxiety and anguish, waiting for
has been delivered, Mr Wilson will
more than a year for resumption
of
go to the United Nations to ask for
direct contact with their friends and
mandatory sanctions on selected comrelatives on the other side. But even
modities such as iron ore, chromium,
communications
remain
restricted
asbestos etcetera. It has already been
and erratic.
New Delhi, too, does
announced from Capetown that South
not seem to have been particularly
Africa ,has a vested interest in exenergetic in pressing for the removal
posing the futility of economic sancof the present restrictions.
There is
tions, for these may later be applied
a great deal in common between the
to her. Portuguese support can cer·
two parts of former Bengal, in tratainly be taken for granted.
On the
ditional links as well as in present
question of using force against the il·
unrest. Could it be that not only
legal Ian Smith regime Mr Wilson
Rawalpindi
but also New Delhi
remains as adamant as he was ten
would rather that people
of East
m'onths ago; after all, the white RhoPakist.an and ,,y est Bengal remained
desians are his "kith and kin".
cut off from each other lest their in·
It is, however, no use cursing Mr'
teraction should add, to the troubles
Wilson alone, or even Britain ?:ene·
, of both Central Governments?
rally. The Commonwealth
was much
like a Hindu joint family; there were
ugly strains on the latter when ecoWilson Again
nomic disparities among broth~rs sur·
Mr Harold Wilson has got away
faced themselves 'to disturb the de
with it. again. He is still Prime Minisceptive calm of the pool of vanishing
ter of Great Britain;
and the body
fraternity.
So it is today with thf'
of the Commonwealth,
though visi·
Commonwealth.
Britain
and her
bly decomposing,
need not just yet. white confreres are the givers;
the
be buried in Westminster
Abbey or
black and the brown members
are
burnt on the banks of the Ganga.
beggars who can choose to shout, or
The truth yet sticks .out like a sore
even walk out in a huff, but can go
thumb that if Mr Wilson has on this
no further until they regain self·res"
occasion saved his skin that is because
pect and achieve self-reliance.
The
his darker-skinned
colleagues
were
annual humiliation
of II Common·
SEPTEMBER
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wealth Prime Ministers'
funny no longer.

conference

is

In Man Involved .
This week (September 21) a hundred years ago was born to a petty
shopkeeper and professional cricketer
in England an awkward son who latt:r
became
a draper's
assistant-and
eventually one of the 'most influen·
tial writers of his time:
Herbert
George Wells.
Those who came under the influence and were partakers
oftl;1e immediacy of all Wells's writing may discover with a shock that
a hunded years have already
gone
since Wells was born; the shock will
remind them of their age, daily growing bigger like a new moon she"dding
little light. The younger generation,
brought up on the Beatles and the
rest of the pops, may be, surprised that
it is only a hundred years since someone called H. G. Wells was born.
,Why, they thought Wells was prehistoric
or
something.
It
is not
suggested that the older generation
knows all the answers for having rea.d
Wells's Outline of World History and
The Shape of Things to Come; Wells
was not drunk with the past, as histodans ought to be, and his future let
him down in his own lifetime.
He
was steeped in the present;
his present, our past. Nor is it suggested
that the younger generation has miss·
ed nothing at all bv not growing up
with Wells and then living him down.
The exercise was by no means futile
or uninteresting.
,,yords like en rrn [!f! , involvrment
and the rest came briefly into fashion;
now few care.
The
point
ahout
Wells is that he cnrpn: he C<lred <lh0ut
the state of the world and societv he
lived in. He p-rew un in a h:nsh
world and vet believed in its nerfecti,.
bilitv, except in his last YP;)rs when
all hone seeTTl.f'dto have abandoned
him. The belief in progress was nro- ,
bably too romantic, or so it mav serm
to us. It should still be nonderf'd
whet.her that romanticism W<lSnot in
m<lnv ways a better stance than the
nihilistic cynirism of n11Ttime. ''''ells
joined the Fabians. dn;ng- little g-ood
to himself or the Fabi<lllS. He wpnt
to the Kremlin and talked to St<llin ;
the enCOlmter pi'omoted neither himself nor Stalin. His war on (111<lrkery
and what. might be called skulduggery only improved the packaO'e; the
contents are probablv more offensive
today than in his time.
He looked
5

into the future and was, first, fascinated,
and,
eventually,
horrified.
Never, however, did he withdraw into a personal, protective shell in the
name'of art, scholarship or what have
you.
On Wells's death Bernard Shaw
summed him up in one sentence;
Shaw said that Wells was not a gentleman.
And that was his greatnes~.
He could be unspeakably
rude even
about friends, not always in the disguise of fiction. On public issues he
expressed himself without a thought
of politeness or literary elegance. Evil
had to be fought; and that, for him,
was that. Some of his windmills have
disappeared;
almost all his dreams
have melted away.
He wrote too
much, too fast to be immortal in a
purely literary reckoning.
.But nothing happened in his life time which
did not stir him emotionally
or intellectually.
Of how many of us will
any such things be said \ a hundred
years af~er our birth?

The Orissa Charade
A cor.respondent
neswa,r :

writes from Bhuba·

The withdrawal of resignations
by
the Orissa Ministers will not be the
'end, nor was their submission
the
beginnin~, of the charade that Congress politics in the State has increasing-ly come to resemble. No one here
believes that the last has been heard
of the resignation episode, which, incidentally,
gave enormous
satisfaction to the opposition and plenty of
enjoyment to the public.
Mr Sadasiba Tripathy's
hope of future harmonious relations is unlikely to materialise, as he is already beginning
to realise.
After the event, there
cannot be much forg-iveness.
Why did the Ministers
resign at
all?
In their letter of resi~nation
they gave the Chief Minister's letter
to the Congress President as the main
reason
for
t.heir
action.
Nothing- was mentioned
about the reallocation of portfolios which came later
than Mr Tripathy's
letter and was
therefore in closer proximity
to the
date of resignation.
Mr Tripathy's
letter of September I referred to My
Biju Patnaik's
interpretation
of a
letter Mr Kamara} had written
a
week earlier to Mr Patnaik p,raising
him for his services. The "interpre.
tation" was ohviously
meant solely
for Sadasiba Babu and when he spel-

led it out in his letter to the Congress President,
the fat was on the
fire. Mr Patnaik was mad at Sadasiba Babu, and the Congress President, underneath
his stolid parkalaam exterior, was apparently equally
mad at Mr Patnaik.
Mr Patnaik lost
no time in reminding Sadasiba Babu
how he was "picked up from oblivion" and the Congress President by
forcing the Ministers
to withdraw
the resignations
lost no time in reminding Mr Patnaik
who was the
big boss.
Nowhere in the released correspon·
dence or in the reported statements
of the drama tis personae was it ever
suggested that the allocation ot portfolios had anything
to do with the
resignations.
Yet the resignatiom
came after. prolonged
parleys,
at
which Mr Patnaik's
name figured
prominently
in the Press reports, had
taken place immediately
following
the reallocation announcement.
Why
did the ailing and generally submis·
sive Chief Minister at all reallocate
the portfolios and how did he get
the courage to stick to his decision?
Again, why did the Congress President further damage the already bat·
tered image of Mr Patnaik?
Only a
month ago he had been made the supreme commander
for fighting the
elections
in Orissa without
heing
either the PCC chief or the CM. If
Mr Patnaik
is expected to and depended upon to repeat his 1961 performance, why take away the wea·
pons from him and cramp his style?
There has been a remarkable
uni·
formity in the answers that men who
know have been giving to these questions.
The answers mayor may not
be correct but they express the opinion people have come to have of
Congress
politicians.
As someone
put it:
"their
conscience,
which
they all swear by, has such a wonderful elastic quality; there is no limit
to its stretching- power".
"My pollertics,"
wrote Artemus
Ward a hundred years ago. "like my
reli~ion, bein of a exceedin accomodatin character."
Read 'conscience'
for 'religion' and he might have written it of our present-day
ruling
politicians.
For NOW

readers in Western India
may contact
S. D. CHANDA V ARKAR
10, Kanara House
Mogal Lane, Mahim
Bombay-I 6.

Politics Of 'Band
PARIMAL

'BANDH'
is a word that h
come very popular in the
tical parlance
of the OppOSI
parties.
Though
it is very di
to trace its origin, as a means of
litical agitation in India, it was
used in Bombay sometime in I
'Bandh' is not substantially diffe
from a general strike.
Both seek
achieve a total paralysis of public
However, it is not just a stoppa
work in a particular sector by m
of peaceful picketing, it covers
entire gamut of public life. ,
marks it most from earlier calls
strikes or general strike (e.g., the
neral strike of t.he Railways in I
is the. militancy
it has acqu'
thanks to the increasing privatio
the common people.
In practice,
organisers of bandhs also use
cion, as distinct
from violence,
achieve their objective.
The increasing resort to bandh
opposition parties has been mat
by a corresponding
increase in
pression by the Governmen t, lea
to violence.
Owing to the poli
of the ruling
party, the econ
condi tion of the masses has wor
and today they are faced with a
perate situation.
Various meas
including devaluation,
have failed
bring any improvement,
much Ie
total change, in the situation.
is the main reason why bandhs h
been able to draw unprecede
public support.
It is naive on
part of the Government to expect
the opposition
parties would
take advantage of this situation.
any case, it is not because of the
position that the situation has bee
so desperate.
And it is wrong to
the opposition
for cooperation
save the Government
from the
sequences of its policies, in the
mulation of which the opposition
hardly any hand.
The opposi'
must make full use of the situat'
muster enough support to defeat
Congress party in the coming
tions.
This is what an opposi
party is su pposed to do.
It is argued that if the voters
the final arbiter, why should the
position parties resort to banrllu
paralyse public life, instead of t
to mobiJi~e public opinion th.·
the normal
methods of del~
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education?
There is a point in this
argument. However, this presupposes
that there exists a normal situation
and that the Government
is responive enough to public opinion as expressed in Parliament,
Assemblies,
Press and public meetings.
People
who argue thus, forget that conditions in India
are different
from
those in afHuen t democracies.
In
India, there is a stratified social structure based on injustices perpetrated
through the centuries.
This accentuates the agonies of the people when
the Government,
instead of trying to
bring about radical changes, attempts
to perpetuate
the existing socio-economic set-up.
Since there is no attempt at a basic alteration in the social structure, a semi-feudal, semi-industrial society continues in India and
mere parliamentary
methods would
hardly do in the set-up. The parties
committed to radical changes, to modernisation
and
industrialisation
would have to, even against
their
will, resort
to extra-parliamentary
means,

1S

ratic

Thus, bandhs have acquired a new
dimension and the present composition of organisers of bandhs in various
parts of the country is such that it
may, if continued,
lead. to a broad
division of forces into two groups,
changers and llO-{'ltangen,
Parties
(like the PSP, Jan Sangh, Swatantra),
apart from the Congress, which have
opposed these bandhs and. provided
indirect support to the Government
in its repressive measures, are interested in the preservation
of the status
quo. The PSP, reduced to a very marginal relevance to the politics of the
country, professes loyalty to some kind
of socialism.
But its policies have,
willy-nilly, forced it to side with the
no-changers. On the other hand, the
parties which led these bandhs, have
appeared to have caught the imagination of the people by taking up
real issues. And thus, they have put
the no-changers
on t.he defensive.
Perhaps, it is the potentialities
df the
recent bandhs rather than the mere
law and order problems which perturb the Government.
And this also
explains the reason why the measures
to crush the bandhs have been so severe and total. Governmental
repression might force the opposition
to
think of underground
activities and
undeclared, lightning banClhs. Whatever methods they might decide to
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adopt, a gradual crystallization of forces in the country should be a welcome development.
The politics of
bandh thus may herald the politics
of confrontation
between the chan-

gel's and the no-changers. The task of
bringing about a radical transformation of the present socio-economic
structure cannot be postponed
any
further.
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Southern
FROM

A

POLITICAL

FROM
the distance of New Dellll.
. everything
about
the South
looks so shadowy and unreal.
But
come to think of it, it takes 11:) more
than a rushed weekend in 1\I.ldras
for one to get a hang of the real situation.
Early last week, the Left CPt's
General
Secretary made the Right
party's attitude to the DMK -the matter of a pointed attack and two days
later, the Rightists quoted the sevenparty agreement on election s,trategy
in defence of their insistence 011 a
common
minimum
programme
between themselves and the DMK as'
precondition
for an electoral accord.
But it is gratifying that both the parties accept that there is a fair chance
of the Congress being routed in Mr
Kamaraj's home State, if the left parties and the DMK stand together.
The Right Communist Central Secretariat used the terms "the Left partit's
and the DMK" which one presumes
implies that the DMK is not a left
party (which it is not), but when it
quotes the agreement of seven leftist
parties in justification
of its insistence on a common
minimum
programe, there cannot but be a measure
of confusion, even if it turns out to
be purely semantic.
The DMK is
far from a left party but the Left
Communists were the first to arrive at
an understanding
with it. Even if
the Left CPI considers the DMK a
left party, the Right CPI could not.
N ow this is h(!rdly relevant to the
controversy.
When the Right CPI
says it agrees with the Left CPI
leadership
that an alternative
nonCongress government
is possible in
the State and therefore
is justified
in discussing a common programme
and the machinery for it with the
DMK, the Left hardly has any basis
for complaint.
After all, the Left.

Realities
CORRESPONDENT

CPI is prepared
to discuss such a
programme
with the other parties,
including
the Muslim
League
in
Kerala because a non-Congress Government is possible there.
But to those who know the kinks
and contollrs of Madras politics, it
would be clear that whether the two
Communist
parties join hands wi'th
the DMK-led alliance
or not, the
Congress is facing- a decisive rout.
The Congress vote in 1962 was only
43 per cent and in 1967, if the DMKled front
of the Muslim
League,
Swatantra and the Republic
Party
put up a stiff fight, there is every
chance of the Congress being defeated in half the Assembly constituencies in the State.
So it would do
both the Communist
parties a lot of
good in terms of electoral fortunes
to join hands with the DMK.
And the Rightists,
after all, may
not make a programmatic.
understanding a pre-condition
for an adjustment with the DMK because the
DMK is talking from what it considers a position of strength.
It appears to be prepared for adjustments
at a local level and nothing more.
But the DMK's political stand is indeed funny.
Its leader, Mr Annadurai, is reported to have said that
if the Right Communists
insisted on
a minimum
programme,
his p:nty's
programme was about the most ladical one could think of and the Right
Communists would do well to accept
it as their common
minimum
programme_
This is political dilettantism of the kind only the DMK is
capable of.
Whatever
the pattern of alliances
that would ultimately emerge in Madras, the outcome of the elections
!he~e would have its all-India
proJectIons.

7

NOW
Kamaraj's

Future

It is hard to reckon the possibility
of Mr Kamara j coming home a cropper in his home State.
Now the possibilities open to him are: 1. to become the Chief Minister of Madras;
2, to become the President of India;
3. to stake his claim for Prime Ministership's; and 4. to become Number
2 in a Cabinet to be formed by someone else (Mrs Gandhi or Mr Morarji
Desai).
But whoever among the admirers
of the "strong,
silent man" would
have the equanimity
to change the
first alternative
to read "to become
the Leader of the Opposition
in the
Madras Assembly?"
. Two contiguous States in the South,
Kerala and Madras, voting non-Congress Ministries into power is a possibility, but difficult to imagine at so
early a date.
But just in case, if it
were to happen, what would be the
pattern of the Centre-State
relationships be like?
The non-Congress
Government
likely to be formed in
Kerala would not necessarily
be a
leftist Government,
just as the nonCongress Government
in Madras, if
it comes, would not be a leftist Government.
Kerala and Madras are the
two States where the defeat of the
Congress is not contingent
upon the
two Communist parties arriving at an
electoral adjustment.
In Kerala the
Left Communists are going to be the
main non-Congress
force while in
Tamilnad
it would be an anti-left
force like the DMK.
But even a
limited DMK victory in Madras State
would be enough to snatter Mr Kamaraj's image.
.
In Mr Kamaraj's own State, the
Congress is a pathetic quantity now,
But the Kamaraj myth is dying hard,
both in Madras State and in New
Delhi.
In Madras they think he is
a st.rongman at the national \f::.vel. In
Madras Congress circles think he is
a strongman,
the undisputed
leader
in his home State. What about the
fact that Mr Kamaraj could not prevent the DMK from capturing
the
Madras Corporation
back in 1960 or
preventing it from repeating its performance in 1964? That
did not
prevent
Mr Kamaraj
from, taking
upon himself the task of retrieving
Kerala for the Congress in 1965. Mr
Kamaraj' tried to work up casteist
pressures
and bring about a new
caste balance by placat.ing the Ezhavas who have by and large been with
the Communists.
His attempt
to
8

Centre
does not exist,
forcing Hindi on him.
No wonder the political charlata
. ism of the kind the DMK has be
fostering has been coming into i
own. To the average DMK supp
ter, Hindi is not a language issue,
is a political issue, representing eve
thing repugnant to him-like
the fa
of cow protection
and all that
obnoxious
about the Hindi obs
rantism.
Hindi means all this a
much more as a political issue. T
zeal of the Hindi
fanaties of t
North is going to cost the Congre
Affront To Menon
But the temperamental
Keralilc
its position in Madras State and
now cannot forget or forgive the BomKamaraj's
following
would be
bay PCC's affront to Mr Menon who
pathetic
victim
in the
bargai
in 19,62 trounced Acharya Kripal<l1li
These are some of the realities in t
in an epic fight. The BPCC ha, in-' South today, if by South one mea
formed Mr Menon that he would do
only Tamilnad.
well to seek election to the Lok S;J bha
from outside
Greater
Bombay
because there are "local aspirants"
for
the North
Bombay seat which Mr
Menon
now represents.
By which
A. M.
yardstick, the seven lakh South In·
dians in Greater
Bombay are outsiders too, like Mr Menon.
The
P. C. Sen has played
Southern
vote in Bombay,
spread
. into
an
impossible
over Mr S. K. Patil's
constituency
Any person, who had even a pe
and Mr Chavan's constituency, would
pheral knowlede of the mood of
go against the Congress if Mr Menon
non-gazetted Government
staff, co
is not the Congress candidate
from
have told him that holding out
North Bombay.
Mr Kamaraj as the
threats would have no effect what
strongman
should
have told the
ever and that the "mass casual leave
BPCC off on this but he dare not
declared for September 13, was goi
take on Mr Pati!o The
gullible
to be a total success. There was
Southerner
feels he is being played
need for the Government
to be
for a sucker.
Mr A. P. Jam could
on a limb. Following Mr Sen's i
get elected to the Lok Sabha from
tructions. the State Chief Secret
Mysore State when he had no cons·
issued a warning that all employ
tituency
in
Uttar
Pradesh.
Mr
who fail to report for duty would,
Harindranath
Chattopadhaya,
during
addition to losing the day's salary,
the days of his red twilight, could
meted a much n:lOre severe puni
win the Lok Sabha election from the
ment-their
absence
for the d
heart of Andhra Pradesh on Commuwould be considered a break in
nist support.
But Mr Menon is an
continuity of their service, For 0
outsider in Bombay.
thing, it is not for the Governm
This perhaps is what makes the
to take a unilateral
decision in
Southerner
a little
cynical.
The
gard to the nature of default wh'
DMK has given up its secessionist
could affect the continuity of servi
slogan under the threat of the antithe prerogative
to judge the is
secession ordinance.
But separatist
surely belongs to the law COli
tendencies are growing in the South.
'Where
the whole
contingent
The Tamilian
feels that he is being
250,000 employees in the State is
taken for a ride on the language ism~
valved, it would be impossible
and Hindi, is being surreptitiously
carry out t.he threat.
imposed on the South by the Centre,
All
the
huffing
and
abetted by the Congress Government
must therefore
have been III
in the State.
The Tamilian
settler
hope that it would be possible
in Burma has been kicked out and
divide the employees, and.. wean a
the repatriates
from Ceylon would
tion of them away from the
be swarming
the South.
To the
Granted
that hope strikes ete
Tamilian,
the Government
at the
in human
breast, I still find
split the Ezhava vote ,boomeranged
and the result was disastrous for the
Congress.
The man who set out to
save Kerala is now the object of ridicule there.
In 1965, Mr Kamaraj
chose Mr
Krishna Menon to campaign in the
Communist
strongholds
in Malahar
and Mr Menon was the first to talk
of the "Sino-Pak collusion in action."
And surprisingly,
in whichever constituency Mr Menon campaigned, the
Left Communist
candidate won.
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THIS JOB CANNOT WAIT
Ever increasing supplies of raw materials for
life-saving antibiotics, drugs and other
products •.• yet another important contribution
by Union Carbide in India.
The operation is over. The need of the moment is Penicillin. There must be no hold-up of supplies. Life-saving
antibiotics, particularly Penicillin, are closely linked with
Union Carbide's
Butyl Alcohol and Butyl Acetateessential solvents in antibiotics
manufacture.
With the
expansion of Union Carbide's chemicals plant in Bombay,
larger supplies of solvents will be available to the pharmaceutical industry.
Union Carbide chemicals also serve a whole range of
other industriesfrom paints to textiles and dyestuffs
to drugs.
New chemicals - 2-Ethyl Hexanol,
Dioctyl
Phthalate, Benzene and Propylene - will soon be on stream
at the Union Carbide
plant to cater to the nation's
industries.

Basic chemicals form only one group llmong numerous
Union Carbide products that are helping to spark off
industrial progress in many directions.

• .:

I

SOWING THE
SEEDS OF PROGRESS

•
UNION CARBIDE PRODUCTS FOR INDIA'S HOMES,
INDUSTRIES AND AGRICULTURE:
'
EVEREADY Torch Batteries; Torches, Torch Bulbs; Radio and
Transistor Batteries; Telephone, Railroad & Industrial Cells;
Mantles ; NATIONAL Cinema Arc Carbons.
UNION CARBIDE Polyethylene Resins, Film & Pipe; Plastics;
Organic Chemicals; Agricultural Chemicals; Metallurgical
Products; Zinc Products; EMMO Photo-engravers' Plates.

PRODUCTIVITY;

the only way to self-reliance.

NOW
totally inexplicable
that Mr SeN and
his advisers could nurture
illusions
of this sort.
Newspaper
reporters,
gazetted officers of middle ranks, even
his own orderlies could have told him
that any threat
of reprisals would
only boomerang.
The solidarity of
the employees is much too strong,
their grievances are too genuine, and
the sympathy of the public for their
cause altogether
too pervasive
to
make them give in to any eleventhhour pressure.
I t is an index
of
the total isolation which Mr P. C.
Sen and his confidantes and advisers
have carved out for themselves that
they are unable to grasp the significance of events even in their immediate
precincts.
Literally nobody in this
State is any more afraid or Mr Sen
and his motley crowd of senior police
officials and civil servants.
A determined group of youngsters, by their
boisterous
and dfmnt conduct, last
month finished off the Un-American
Activities Committee of the US Can·
~ress; the Committee
has now be·
come an object of ridicule.
I think
that the biggest gain from the demonstration
of the State Government
employees is of a similar sort:
they
have been able to call the bluff of
a whimpering,
inept regime which
thinks
each
and
every
problem
purely in terms of law and order.
Althou~h the authorities
are now
playing down the issue of break in
continuity
of service, they are still
thinking of deducting a day's wage
from the employees' salary bill for
this month.
This may be a feeble
attempt
at saving half a face, but
the State Government is only inviting
much worse trouble for itself.

The State employees must have a
remarkably
thorough-going
organisation. I went round Dalhousie Square,
Strand Road, Auckland Road, and the
approaches to t.he High Court: absolutely no picketing, no jostling of curious by-standel's, and yet, on the
Government's
own admission, attendance could not be any thinner.
In
contrast, what a concentration
of tht
police and the constabulary,
re~ulation lathis atwirling, the pistol holsters of the sergeants gleaming against
the dull light.
This is one aspect of
the state of affairs I would urge
the authorities
to think over.
The
top echelon of the police force in
West Bengal is made up of native
sons, but most of the ordinary cons·

10

tabulary still consist of recruits from
outside the State. By and large, they
are simple-minded
people, of peasant
stock, from such districts as Ballia,
Azamgarh, Darbhanga,
Monghyr
or
even Sambalpur.
The order to wield
lathis or detonate a tear gas shell 01
fire a bullet is given by a Bengali
district magistrate
or a superinten·
dent of police, but the actual shelling
and charging' and firing are done by
these so-called 'up-country' constables.
Last week newspapers
carried more
stories of fresh arrival of extra police
[rom other Sta,tes to aid and abet
Mr Atulya Ghosh and Mr P. C. Sen
on September 22 and 23. On top 01
everything else, there is a great danger that this might further exacerbate
relations between people from different States domiciled in this city. The
symptoms are already there.
I remember an incident at Sealdah in the
first week of March: a group of urchins, all Bengalis, entrenched behind
the locked gate of the station, zestfully pelting st~)lles at the police assembled at the intersection of Mahatma Gandhi Road and Acharya -I'. C.
Ray Road, the policemen
hurling
back the stones with equal zest, and
both sides emitting the choicest ex·
pletives-it
could have been a Bengal-Bihar marathon
on the use of
blue idioms. On the day of the Government
employees'
"mass leave",
two policemen,
both hailing
from
Ballia, were assigned
duty at. the
entrance
of a short
lane which
leads to a government
office. It was
~ wet ~ay, and rain was coming down
mtermlttently.
The two policemen
thought
they could take shelter in
the corner tea stall across the lane:
nothing doing, the stall owner told
them off in no uncertain terms, there
is no place under his shed for two
'up-country'
good-far-nothings
assigned to beat and kill his friends and
clients who have struck work.
The
despondent
policemen had to be out
in the rail till 5.30 in the evening.
I
know the stall-owner;
he is quite polite in ordinary circumstances.
Yet,
given his limited awareness, he tends
to equate the current struggle against
the government
with one against
Northern
oppression.
Parochial
instincts die hard; with every import
of policemen from other States, the
prejudice, I am afraid, is bound
to
spread.
It is for Mr P. C. Sen to do
som~thing about it; for the impression is gaining ground that the Con·
gress feels secure only under the pro-

tection of elements
long to the State.

.
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Quite another type of lesson has
been conveyed to the authorities hI
the employees of the Reserve Bank
of India.
Here too, the malady wa~
the same:
the insensitiveness
01
decision-makers
to anticipate
the reo
action of those affected by particular decisions.
The RBI authorities
cannot claim that they were unaware
of the strength
of the Employees'
Association.
They must also have
been aware that, in the present disturbed state in Calcutta, when food
is short and prices are rocketing and
general discontent
is in .the air, it
would be altogether the wrong time
to pick on the employees.
Schadenf1"eude being scadenf1"eude, they never.
theless went ahead.
Two office-bear·
ers of the Employees' Association, one
of them a vice-president., were charge.
sheeted, and all because they happened to belong to the supervisory staff
of the Bank. The charge-sheets were
served under an amendment to Clause
35 of the Reserve Bank of India (Staff)
Regulations,
1948, which lays down
that "no employee of the Bank who
is not a 'workman' within the mean·
ing of the Industrial
Disputes Act,
1947 can be a member or office-bearer
of any associat.ion of 'workmen'." Thil
amendment was inserted only recent·
ly in a rather sneaky manner.
De~
pite previous assurances to the can·
trary, none of the employees' organi.
sations were consulted.
Even befol'!
the amendment. was introduced, the
authorities
had refused leave to the
same Vice-President
of the Associa
tion to attend the Tripartite
Confer
ence on Code of Discipline convened
in New Delhi last March by the
Union Ministry of Labour and Employment.
On the face of it, t.he amendment
runs athwart of certain sections cl
the
Industrial
Disputes
Act cl
1926 and, it could be maintain
some of the Fundamental
Righ
enshrined
in the Constitution
I
any
case,
this
is
the
seven
decade of the twentieth century,
country is supposed to subsist on
noble principles of freedom of expr
sion, and the Reserve Bank of In
is a public sector undertaking.
Wi
all the hack talk of the undesirabili
of participation
by outsiders in tra
union work, one would have thou
that the' authorities
would actu
welcome the involvement of 'insid
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b~ they members of the supervisory
staff. Even assuming that this particular philosophy
is not acceptable
to the present bosses of the Reserve
Bank, they had no business to precipitate a crisis. They would have
agreed earlier-as
now they have
done, following the mediation of the
Labour Commissioner-that
the matter would be settled in the courts.
Thanks to what can only be termed
the pigheadedness
of the Bank's
management, clearance of cheques was
at a standstill for the best part of a
fortnight, and industry and trade in
the eastern region, already reeling under the impact of the truck strike,
came to almost a dead halt. Everybody
from the Prime Minister down to a
nether-level
bureaucrat
talks
of
'follow-up'
actions
after
devaluation and of the 'imperative' of maintaining a high level of production.
Yet there is seemingly no end to the
superciliousness with which they provoke deliberate interruption
oE work
by their unthinking,
almost casual
actions.
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These two agitations
have gi-,;en
an inkling of a new phenomenon
in
union activities in the State. All the
recent movements, including those of
the teachers--who
continued to squat
during the week-have
been marked by very detailed
preparatory
work at the grass-roots level.
The
discipline is very tight, communication between the different units is
near-perfect, and there is a quiet solidity in the manner in which the
tempo of the movement is developed.
orne first-rate people have obviously
moved into the trade union
field.
Most of them have sprung from with·
in the ranks, from factory cells, bank
and insurance offices, the stuffy, digny
teachers' room of secondary schools
and colleges. Glamour is on its way
out; the political leader from out-
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The woman ·.who comes round to
do the chores is a refugee
from
East Pakistan.
The husband
was
working'i!1
a factory, but has been
laid off since April.
Three kids, all
under ten.
The woman goes round
four households, and a month's earn·
ings come to Rs. 80. The rice ration
does not go beyond fi ve days, even
though they .have only one meal, at
midday. In the evenings, the children
alternate between hunger and sleep.
Hungry, they start crying; excessive
crying wears them Out, and they fall
asleep. Next time they wake up, the
mother
bakes
them
one
rough
~hapatty, which they eat dry. Dinner
IS over.
This is a familiar
story, and it
would h~ve been pointless on my part
to mentIOn it even. But my ire i.
raised by a news item. A well-known
personality,
who once upon a time
had also the pretension to dabble in
'revolutionary
politics',
was to de·
monstrate aspects of Tagore music al
the banquet room of a Calcutta hotel.
He would be accompanied
by his
troupe, and dinner would follow.

War Crimes
BORIS

PISHCHIK

AN released
important
document has been
by the South Vietnam

a

t

side, with his smooth speeches and
polished manners, will be iIl-at-ease
in the new surroundings.
The su bsti·
tute qualities' that have taken over are
sustained hard work, willingness
to
learn on the job, respect for the points
'of view oE co-workers, and a natural
spirit of self-effacement.
As a result,
there is today much greater prevalence of democracy in the t.rade union
movement in the State compared
to
how things were ten years ago. J
think most of the current rumbling
within trade unions are also precisely
because of this factor:
the "prole·
tariat" of the movement.. want to turn
out, once and for all, the absentee
landlords, who in any case spend mor
of their time in New Delhi than in
Calcutta.
I know I have mixed up
my Marxist categories, but, then, it
is a mixed-up situation.
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National
Liberation
Front,
called
The Greatest War Crimes of Our
Time. It is about the Vietnam war.
The mass extermination
of people

at Lidice in Clechoslovakia
and at
Oradoure
sur Glane
in France,
it
notes, can be compared with what is
happening
in South Vietnam.
Tiauson and Kimle were the first villages
which met the fate of Lidice.
Many
other
villages
Were also destro.yed.
Fifty-five people
were bu,ried 'al~\'(>
at Gowang and the earth was scotched at Duchoa.
Skeletons of hundreds
of women and children were discovered in ditches.
The extermination
of people by
the· use of toxic agents is another
evidence of the barbarity of the' war.
As the war proceeds, province after
province suffer from this che'mical,
war. The -agonies of the victhns art'
indescribable.
An enormous gro~th
in the number
of poisoned
people
was registered :' from 182 in '1961 'to
46,247 in 1965.
.
Over five million people live behind barbed wires and are subjected
to bloody terror
in concentration
camps,
called
"strategic
villages".
Driven away from their original villages and occupations,
their' hu'mal1
dignity is violated and their lif~ 'j.~
in constant peril.
Vietnam
has become
a te~tin'g
ground for new types of deatlly Weapons, which destroy temples, hospi.
t..als, schools and public
transport.
The satellite troops are encouraged
to exterminate
the population
of
outh Vietnam.
During the I 1 years 01 American
aggression
in South Vietnam,
US"
troops killed 170,000 men and women, wounded 800,000 and threw in·
to prison over 400,000. There is not
a single family in South
Vietnam
which is not scarred by the war one
way or the ot.her.
. .
There are today 300,000 us troops
in South Vietnam as also thousands
of atellite troops.
On them mil·
lions are spent daily which in turn
has encouraged
crime and vice and
ubverted the South Vietnam economy. The entire economic structure has
collapsed and South Vietnam lives on
U doles today.
The Vietnamese pat.riots are keeping an account of the gravest crimes
of our times which are multiplying
like the Nazi war crimes.
Their
ghastliness is no less macabre.
The
book is a timely one. The world has
now a fuller account of the crimes
committed
by the US aggressors· so
that it may judge the US conduct
and crimes in their proper light.

Recent

Trends In Polish Agriculture
. ARUN

MAJUMDER

THE

most animated controversies
deliveries which individual
peasants
financing of industrial development
had to make was quite hIgh :whPe .with the surplus available in agriculthroughout
the socialist world'
the price paid by the State for such
ture.
The relative
proportions
of
centre on how to bring about socialist
deliveries was too low compared to
transformation
in £!griculture.
This
national
product produced by a~ri
the free market price.
For example,
culture and industry suggested that
note presents a brief survey of Polish
for rye, the principal
Polish cereal,
industry
had to raise itself by its
agriculture
in its three stages of evothe government
paid a fixed 60 zl.
own bootstraps, especially when the
lution in the post-World War II pea quintal, while its price in the free
capital accumulation
accruing from
riod. The first stage was followed by
market reached in course of five years
agriculture was as low as 5 per cent )1
one of "sovietisation".
These two
till 1956 a peak level of 300 zl. By
total national accumulation.
Henn'
st.ages will be surveyed in this part,
this time however, the State cut down
it is argued that the role of State
while the third and the current sta?;e
the proportions
of compulsory delifarms or cooperative farms in Polish
will be discussed in the next part of
veries and raised the prices of some
the article.
agriculture
was to regulate and procrops.
But that failed to counterAt tohe time socialists came to powmote private
farm production
in
act ~he relative decline in per hectare
er, ,agriculture
was the exclusive
order to counter an inflationary rise
source of subsistence for some 60 per
productivity
in peasant farms.
The
in the prices of foodgrains and ceo
flagging morale of the peasantry was
cent of the population
and bore all
reals immediately after the war. Even
at last to be boosted by giving help
the features of backward agricultUle
the system of obligatory
deliveries
to the private farmer and the abolifound in an underdeveloped
country.
was considered primarily as an anti·
tion of obligatory
deliveries
from
For example, 65 per cent of the peainflationary measure.
farms with a particular size and soil.
sal}t farms owned only 15 per cent of
All these facts (certainly not any
farmland whereas 43 per cent of farmThis was around 1956-57.
move for 'destalinisation'
as described
land was under the ownership of big
by one Polish expert) compelled reo
estates represent.ing only 0.6 per cent
Agricultural Collapse?
thinking among the planners
about
Why did this programm~ of soof the total number of ,existing farms.
the correctness of theIr policies.
cialising agriculture fail so mIserably?
Tl;1ere was heavy population
pressure
The result of this rethinking wa
on the one hand and very low prices Some advanced the thesis that the retreat-retreat
[rom 9 per cent to I
land hunger of Polish peasants was
of cereals prevailed on the other. The
per cent of farmland under farming
immense and it was premature
to
terms of trade between agricl,!lture
cooperatives and also from 7 per cen
draw them into cooperatives.
Some
and industry were very much against
to 0.7 per cent of peasant f,!,mili~
others put the blame squarely on the
the former.
under
such cooperatives.
This It
political backwardness of the peasant
In such a background
Polish sotreat was a compromise between t
masses who nurtured for several cencialists sought to reorganise agriculsocialist
zeal of the planners
an
turies a patriarchal
order of values.
ture mainly in two directions:
first,
Polish peasants' lust for private pr
Some others thought
that the proelimination
of big estates and distriperty, although in essence farmin
gramme of cooperative
farming was
bution of farmlands among the cu1ticooperatives were merely, as descri
not vigorous enough since after five
yating peasants;
second, collectivisaed by Prof Tepicht, "individual pe
years' efforts only 7 F?er cent of f~mition and co-operativisation
of peasant
sant farms multiplied
by N". Far
lies came under farmmg cooperatlV,es.
farms.
A deliberate policy of discriing cooperatives
left the ownershi
This happened
because the manageof land to the individual
peasant
mJnation
in favour of collectivised
ment of farming cooperatives in con·
distributed
the produce on the basi
and cooperative farming was pursued
trast to private farms was not that
in the face ot overt resistance from
of labour-hours
rendered
by indil'
efficient.
individual
farms.
This programme
dual peasants while the individm
While opinions differed on the reaof cooperativisation
on the lines of
peasant retained
the statut.ory righ
sons for such 'failures',
there was
to secede from the cooperative.
I
Lhe kolkhoz movement in the Soviet
again no unanimity
of views justify·
practice,
farming
cooperatives we
Union has been described by Vvestern
ing the collectivisation
programmes in
experts as one of "sovietisation";
it
flexible enough to attract even lh
the early fifties. Some held, a la Preoworst self-seekers.
Possibly ito is n
saw its peak in 1955 when such Pobrazhenski, that it was an instrument
lish kolkhozes embraced 9 per cent
exaggeration
to say that these
to step up 'primitive
socialist accu·
operatives as they stood before
of farm land and 7 per cent of peamulation'
in agriculture
in order to
after 1957 were Soviet 'kolkhozes' .
sant families.
finance industrialisation,
even if cropIn their bid to socialise agriculture
theory, but for all practical purpo
scarcit.y immediately
after the war
d1e pl~nners undertook
a vigorous
not a very bad nursery for the bu
were not a compelling
necessity.
programme of discrimination
against
ding capitalist-instinct
of the Poli
Again there were others, now formmdividual
peasant farming in matfarmer.
The only practical cliff
ing a majority in the policy-making
ters of supply of seeds, fodder, insecence between a producers'
co-ope
body, who thought that in the Polish
ticides, fertilizers
and agricultural
t.ive and an individual
farm lay
background,
it was futile to expect
implements.
Moreover,
the size of
the size of farms and levels o[
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hectare productivity.
It was startling
to note that in many areas, the size of
the farm was inversely proportional
to the average level of per. hectare
productivity.
It may be worthwhile
to explore
the underlying
reasons for the state
of affairs:
(i) With a long tradition
of cooperative
movement,
the Polish peasant's attitude
towards
farming cooperatives is ·one of
ap'athy, if not of clandestine hostIlity. It is true that before the
war the cooperative movement
had' spread mostly in the tertiary sector, particularly in spheres like wholesale
and retail
t,rade, consumer-servicing, hqusebuilding etc. Socialism in Poland supplied
momentum
to
this movement by building up
new organisational
networks.
But climate, tradition,
the occupational
structure of peasant
families along with a capitalistinstinct for private profit and
prosperity
prevented
peasan t
masses from taking part in any
cooperat.ive effort in matters of
production.
(ii) Polish planners, caught by the
dilemma between ideology and
practice, were always hesi tan t
either to wound the 'ma •...beirrational'
instinct of the individual peasant or to establish
farming cooperatives as a sufficiently dynamic
and lucrative
institution
in the eyes of the
peasant masses. What
is the
use of a cooperative, when all
the traditional
forms of cultivation and ownership
are retained?
The
whole
effort towards
farming cooperat.ives was undermined by the reluctance of the
Polish planners
to undertake
big agricultural
projects which,
it was feared, would consume
away resources ,necessary for industrial
development.
Somet.imes a sort of circular reasoning was advanced.
Because capital accumulation
from a~nculture was low, therefore
it
was not profitable to carry out
big investment.s to raise prudllctivity.
It was further
argued
that in contrast to the SO\'iet
Union of t.he early years of
planning,
Poland
did I:Ot require agricultural
surplus
to
finance industrialisation.
The
SEPTEMBER
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moSt pertinent question is: To
what extent could Polish industry raise itself by its own bootstraps, had there been no s '1::ply of bootstraps
from
the
USSR?
Moreover,
Polan<f repaid the Soviet aid and loan
mainly in terms of agricultural
produce, and not manufactured
commodities.
illiteracy
among
the
(iii) Political
Polish peasants remained
unabated.
They were, however,
pragmatic
enough not to in·
dulge in national
or international polemics on politico-economic issues. They had no love
for socialism
of any variant.
Their only occupation was cultivation, only thought was illcome and only am bi tion was
higher level of consumption
i.e.
a good quality of ham, vodka,
television sets and a good American car. Socialism was a far
cry in rural Poland.
Present Relationship
The present stage of Polish agriculture is of curious interdependence
bet.ween the socialist and the private
sector farming.
Although this interdependence lacks any dynamics of its
own, it i,s certainly a success in the
sense that it has arrested decline in
per hectare productivity
in the pri.
vate sector.
It is worth mentioning
at this stage that the socialist sector
produces mostly su<;h goods as are
'not produced by the individual
pea·
sant farms.
Possibly,
this mainly
non-competing
character of collective
farms saved them from being converted back to individual farms in the
late fifties.
The collective farms cover approximat,ely 12 per cent of farmland, mp
ply half of the cereal sold in the mar·
ket, and occupy almost a monopolistic position in seed production
supplying nearly 80 per cent of the tora}
s·eed requirements of individ)lal farms.
Although
the collective
farms are
mainly engaged in crop productioin,
they are also engaged in husbandrv.
These collective farms along with
discredited cooperative farms (which,
as I have already said, occupy only I
per cent of peasant farmland)
consti·
tute the "socialist" sector in Polish
agriculture.
But this socialist sector
plays a strategic role as, besides supplying seeds and fertilizers, it pro.
vides illdividual
peasants with what
is known as "auxiliary
husbandry".

Auxiliary
husbandry
is a private
sector pocket of mainly
collective
farms, each and every peasant-member of which enjoys the statutory right
to retain a small farmstead, usuall)
1/4 or 1/3 of a hectare, for: stock-breed
ing.
It is often much more important than collect.ive husbandry,
although labour productivity
in collectives is a bit higher than in the auxi
hary ones. It provides incentives to
the collective farm peasants whhout
which there might be a fall ill productivity in the collective husbandry
itself.
Anyway, it is worth noting
that such auxiliary
husbandry
sup·
plies as much as 40 per cent of ,llea\
supplied to the national market.
As stated before, the ~-elation be·
tween the collective farm and individual peasant farms is one of interdependence.
The State distributes
such agricultural
inputs as ~eeds, fer·
tilizers, grains, fodder, tractors, in·
secticides, weed-killers etc. among individual peasants through the co opertive shopping centres in the rurai
areas directly supervised by the Stare
or through collective farms.
Un tht
basis of contractual
agreerncnt~ with
the State, the peasants agree to pay
for these inputs at a later date with
their own produce. One '}£ tae prime
tasks of service cooperatives is to ~uy
produce from the market at stipulated
prices (which are equal approxi'n:ue·
ly to the average market prices of 3
few prevjous year) and to supply the
consumer durables and agricultural
inputs produced by industries to the
peasant consumer.
The prices under
forward delivery contract and tho.,,,,
under open market purchase by cooperatives are the same. As a remlc,
the major portion
of the produc\?
coming from the private
sector of
agriculture
goes to the State. ,Moreover, the obligatory deliveries are still
in force.
Individual
peasant.s dispose of part
of their produce
through
the free
market.
In this case, transactions
take place at individual
levels like
these in our country in the a'bsence
of rationing.
For some products like
fruit., vegetables, eggs and milk, the
operation of the free market is Quite
sizable.
•
Polish Dream
._An eloquent group of Polish ex"').
perts is of the view that two kinds of
mtegration,
vertical and horizontal,
are taking place leading to a socialist
transformation.
13
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Of these two kinds, it is said that
the vertical. ihtegration
is; until now.
stronger than the other.
This kind
of 'integration
is expllained as one
between economic hierarchy and the
lowest level of productive
unit, i.e.,
individual farm. Although the owner·
ship of land and produce lies w.ith
the individual peflsant, his production
plans conform to the dictates of the
State, for his sales programme is integrated with the nation's planned food
supply while the supply of raw ma~erials and other inputs needed by hIm
are controlled
by the State through
the execution
of forward
delivery
contracts, the basic purpose of whi~l
is "to prod the development
of agncultural production
with an administrative stick."
The other type of 'horizontal'
integration, is more interestinK although
it has not gone far yet.
'Vhatever may be the reasons, the
State always tries to maintain a gap
bet.ween the free market
prices of
agricultura1goods
and the prices of
the same under obligatory deliveries
For the past several years, the State
has been -paying the peasant ~e difference between these two pnces not
directly, but to a newly created Agricultural Development
Fund.
Each
village
has· an 'agricult.ural
circle',
whose members are ejected by the
peasants ~nd this circle is vested with
the authority to spend the A.D. fun?
of the village for the purchase of agr~cultural implements,
seeds and fertilizers to bel used and apportioned
by
the villagers.
The ownership of the
durable a~ricultural
impleD?ents lies
with the CIrcle. In case, a VIllage ha;;
a farming cooperative,
the agricultural <:ircle works jointly with the
management
of the
cooper~tive;
again if a village has no such CIrcle,
but has a farming cooperative,
the
latter buys the implements and ot~er
things necessary for the productIve
activities of the village.
Both these types of integratjon
are
said to contain ingredients
of socialism as they represent economic interrelationships
of a certain magnitude.
A close scrutiny of these inter-relasionships reveals that they are born
out of expediency and' hence do not
represent something which conforms
to deliberate
long-term policy. For
example, the s?-called. 'vertical int~gtation'
came lOto belOg became It
was imperative
to forge an alliance
between individual
peasants and the
State.
Such alliance has no dyna-

ll].i<;sof its own, as it does not hold
,out ~ny prospect of raising the level
of productivity
beyond
a limit.
Agriculture
under such integration
tends to settle down to a situation
resembling
the Ricardian
stationary
state with a low rate of accumulation.
The real ;11ternative to the preselll
stereotyped
pattern of production
is
to undertake heavy capital investment
to ensure higher productivity,
but
they, it is said, is not feasible owing
to the limited
resources
available.
Under the present circumstance,
peasants are not willing to use costlier
inputs in their relatively tiny plots
of land.
So far as horizontal integration
i~
concerned,
one cannot a priori say
whether it will succeed in transform·
ing the agrarian society along socia·
list lines, although this kind of inte·
gration
is certainly
more
effective
than the owner one. But, as it stands,
its scope is determined
by the pro·
portion of obligatory deliveries in the
total output
sold by the peasants.
At present, this proportion
is negligible and, as the amount of revenue
coming from th,is source is small, its
effect on integrational
trend is, without mucn signifiance.
If the State
raises the proportion
of, obligatory
deliveries to augment A.D. Fund and
thus give a momentum
to the movement for horizontal
integration,
it
will be an anti-climax in Polish agri·

culture where since the days of policy·
reversal, the private sectur spirit ha!
been wooed for the sake of incentives to individual
peasant farms.
Hence the size of A.D. Fund is likely
to remain very small and the move·
ment for horizontal integration
cannot gather enough strength to bring
about sig'nificant changes elsewhere.

Social Contradictions
As it exists today, Polish

agricul.
ture suffers from social contradictionwhich have a negative impact on tlJ(
movement for integration.
In fact,
had there been no internal' contradic·
tions with the present stationary situation in agriculture
and no dissatis,
faction with the so-called 'economic
means' among the enlightened section
of the farmers, no question of change
would
arise.
The older peasant\
prefer to have their own land where
the whole family including children
can do their whele-time 9r pah-time
jobs. The hours of work are inordi·
nately high reflecting immense greed
for money with no desire for cultur·
ed leisure. Naturally, younger people
do not want to stick to such bondage
<lnd tend to take industrial
training
to escape the patriarchal
methods of
the family.
A number of surveys
conducted by the Polish Academy of
Agricultural
Sciences among peasant
youths studying in agricultural
col·
leges reveal that the future agriCt~·
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tural experts or engineers want to
take jobs in villages other than their
own.
In fact, the Polish peasants today
are considered to be the richest section
of the population,
contributing
the
lowest rate of accumulation
to the
nation's
budget.
Again,
from the
sociological point of view, the con-

temporary bias in favour of the private sector, has resulted in a situation
where individual
peasant
economy
has preserved several vestiges of patriarchalism; collective peasant economy
not only has not done away with
them but has sometimes strengthened
them.

Two Economies
JIRMAL KUMAR

PROFESSOR
Bergson is one of
those rare Sovietologists
who
made some significant
contr~Qution
to economic theory.
His empirical
investigations,
specially on the national income statistics for the USSR,
are as definitive as they could be under the circumstances.
Moreover,
Professor Bergson has never, to the
knowledge of the present reviewer,
indulged in that familiar anti-Communist hysterics
that characterised
the work of so many Sovietologists.
One is therefore prone to take at its
face value the publishers' claim that
the book·
"raises basic questions
about
Soviet
Russia's
economic
system .... An effort is made throughout to treat the Soviet economy
analytically,
as behaviour
patterns
are
sought
and
interpreted
in
the
light
of pertinent
analytic
principles.
This is a major work
which attempts
to assess the economic efficiency of Soviet socialism
and so to illuminate the famous question regarding the economic efficiency
of socialism generally."
The book does, indeed, raise a
good number of the basic questions
as to how the system functions
in
reality. Starting with a brief discussion about the institutional
set-up, the
author goes on to examine two types
of problems:
(a) the incentives for
managers and workers in Soviet industry as well as for collective farmers; and (b) analytical issues like
the determination
of relative wages,
pricing of consumer and producer
goods, the choice of the optimal one
among alterna~ive
investment
pro·The
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Yale University Press,
and London, 1964
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jects, and the share of total investment in the national income. With
one exception all these problems are
discussed with abundant
factual materials drawn from Soviet sources.
Finally, the author tries to assess the
comparative
efficiency of the Soviet
and US economies.
Professor Bergson. however, generally uses his own
(as also other Western)
statistics on
Soviet national income and its components to illustrate
specific arguments.
Admittedly,
Soviet statistics
on this SCOFe are open
to many
doubts.
Yet Soviet planners and politicians refer to these, and surely not
to any Western
computation,
when
they decide on how much to invest.
And since Professor Bergson is trying to unfathom
the rationale
for
their decisions, one fails to see what
bearing the statistics cited have on
the question posed by the author himself.

Three Drawbacks
As for the main body of the work
under review there are, in our opinion, three major drawbacks in Professor
Berg-on's
approach,
First.
his approach is not sufficiently comprehensive.
Whether he discusses the
administrative
structure
of the eco·
nomy or the incentive system or the
pricing scheme he is content merely
to describe the different stages in the
evolution of each of these: He does
not try to show the reasons behind
such changes.
Nor does he try to
show that these questions are closely
inter-connected.
If one were simply
writing
a dissertation
on each of
these topics. such a piecemeal
ap·
proach might well suffice but not for
a work that is so ambitious.
The
book fails to indicate why the new
winds of reform axe blowing in one
direction and not in another, or why

the scope of reforms is not confined
merely to one or a few segments of
the economy.
Characteristically,
the
author mentions the famous Pravda
article of August 1962 by Professor
Liberman advocating the use of profits as the main criterion for reward
to enterprise
managers, but not the
more fundamental
article by Acade
mician
Nemchinov
in Kommunis/
(May 1965) that underlined
the ne·
cessity for an overhaul of the Ie~al.
administrative
structure, the incentive
and prices systems, and an abolition
of the practice of centralized alloca·
tion of industrial
materials.
The second major drawback of the
book is that it uses theoretical propo.
sitions of welfare economics of 1930's
and 1940's in order to evaluate actual
policy in the USSR.
The fact that
Western economic theory has evolv·
ed a considerable way from the essentially static analysis of those days has
not worried Professor Bergson in the
least.
That there are innumerable
diffieulties
in applying
marginalist
criteria in real life situations is hard·
Iy ever hinted at. The use of such
absurdly naive criteria considerably
diminishes the utility of a good part
of the theoretical discussions concerning the price policy, wage policy and
the choice of technique.
Safely en·
closed within
his own theoretical
straightjacket,
Professor Bergson does
not make any effort to see why particular theories could have arisen in
response to the needs (or possibilities) of a given moment or why, once
accepted, some of these theories could
become fossilized into dogma.
Let
us take as an instance the refusal of
Soviet price-setters to include in price
capital charges, land rent and scarcity
factors. In a relatively backward economy planning in physical terms has
some obvious advantages over planning in monetary terms.
It is impossible, however, to go on planning
primarily in physical magnitudes once
the economy has become complex in
terms of the range of goods produced
and consumed.
Instead of examining the situation in an objective way,
Professor Bergson takes the easy way
out.
He has no hesitation
in endorsing the view of the hack Sovlet
propagandist
that the existing practice was derived from Marx's labour
theory of value.
Could one in any
seriousness suggest that Soviet pricesetters first read Marx and then arrived at the actual formula?
Indeed,
could anyone
derive from Marx or
15
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Engels's writings any single formula
for price-fixing under socialism? Similarly, Professor Bergson take~ a too
simple view of the problem of choice
of technique for an investment
pro
ject and takes the Soviets to task for
not conforming to his efficiency rules.
The "ideal" solution to the problem
is
good deal more complex than
the author imagines and more space
could have been profitably devoted
to a probe into the inconsistencies of
the Soviet procedure and the unsolved problems
therein.
However,
it
must be admitted that Professor Bergson has not quite abandoned his sense
of realism and is careful enough
to
point out that the extent of the divergence between his efficiency rules and
the existing practice should not be
exaggerated;
this assertion
again is
not backed by hard arguments.
Relative Merits
Perhaps the weakest part of the
book is the attempt to assess the relative merits of the US and Soviet economies.
The drawbacks of the capitalist system are mentioned
only to
be dismissed rather briefly so that
American capitalism
appears almost
as an ideal efficient system with just
minor flaws here and there.
The Soviet economy, on the other hand, is
shown to have failed tn conform to
his various
efficiency rules.
(Incidentally, he does not investigate how
far these rules are violated in the US
economy I He also undertakes
a
summary appraisal of the overall efficiencies of the two e.conomies. This
is measured by the amount of output
produced from a "synthetic"
unit of.
labour and capital.
It is shown that
"in 1960 per unit of labour and reproducible capital employed, the net
national product of the USSR was
only 54.9 per cent of that in the USA"
(p. 341). Or, in other words, the
Soviet economy was run just about
half as efficiently as the US economy.
As a measure of relative
efficiency,
this Bergson index is devoid of any
economic significance.
It is merely a
weighted average of the relative productivities of labour and capital in
a country. Labour productivity in the
USSR for the same year, using 1955
dollar prices, was 46.4 per cent of
American productivity,
while the ratio for the productivities
of capital
in the two countries
was 148.5 per
cent. The Bergsonian index of overall efficiency is heavily dependent on
labour productivity and hence an eco16

nomically advanced countr-y will always be more "efficient" than a relatively backward one. Surely this is
not what efficiency means to an economist.
Using Professor
Bergson's
estimates one finds on the other hand.
that capital is used more efficiently in
the USSR than in the USA, for, capital per employed person in the USSR
was 31.6 per cent of the US level,
while net product per worker was as
high as 46.4 per cent of the US level.
The present reviewer has looked up
in the U.K. statistics for 1953 and has
compared these with the US data for
1960. Thus we find that capital per
worker in the UI\ was 27.6 per cent
of the American revel, vxhile net income per worker was only 24.7 per
cent of the US magnitude.
This
lends credibility
to the view that
levels of labour productivity
tend to
be largely determined by the amount
of capital per worker;
this is indeed

a commonly accepted idea among eco·
nomists as well as laymen.
However
much one may be in sympathy with
Professor Bergson's wish to com parr
the relative efficiencies of two eCOilC'mies, one cannot help rejecting
his
own pioneering
attempt
as totally
inept.
For all these reasons we do not
think thal Bergson has succeeded in
his venture.
It is neither adequate
as a textbook nor particularly illuminating on a theoretical
level. Alec
Nove's An Introduction
to the Soviet
Economy) although less theoretically
oriented, still remains the only satisfactory textbook in the English language that explains the Soviet economic institutions
and their mode 01
functioning.
One suspects though
that the bad coin may drive out the
good one 111 the American textbook
market.

The Press

In The Fridge
COMMENTATOR

IT

~ook the central leadership
of
the Congress party nearly a week
to freeze the Orissa issue which is
New Delhi's general
recipe for all
organisational
maladies.
Unsure of
what the final outcome of the tussle
will- be, the Press last week was slow
to comment on the developments:
and even those that appeared were
all tentative.
Such caution
was,
however, unnecessary, for the interim
solution falls in line with the pattern
set elsewhere.
From most of the
papers the central leadership
of the
Congress has received'a
severe drubbing, and some of them have even
named Mr Kamaraj
as the person
mainly at fault.
It is doubtful if the
Congress
Pre~ident
has been
so
sharply criticised before.
Mr Biju
Patnaik has not been spared either,
and it seems few papers will rejoice if
he returns to power.
On t.he other
hand, most papers have tried not to
conceal their. sympathy for the sick
Chief Minister contending with odds
that. are too powerful for him.
The Indian Express has no doubt
that the initial mischief was done by
Mr
Kamaraj's
letter to Mr. Biju

Patnaik
expressing
"fullest
confidence" in Mr Patnaik and "less than
full confidence"
in Mr Sadasiba
Tripathy.
While Mr Patnaik exploit.
ed the letter fully to strengthen further his "harsh grip" on the party,
Mr_ Tripathy offered to resign. Even
at this stage a crisis could be averted
if Mr Kamara j had removed the Chief
Minister's misgivings.
But curiously
enough, the Congress President did
not take the trouble to do this prom·
ptly, and his week-long silence doubt·
less gave. further encouragement
to
Mr Patnaik
and a feeling of total
isolation in Mr Tripathy.
The subsequent events were only to be ex
pected.
In the past few days th
Congress President
has created the
impression that he would like Mr
Tripathy to continue as Chief Mini
ter. The pity is he has adopted thi
"upright posture" too late.
Even'
he now succeeds in ending the cris
by some sort of a compromise
tween Mr Tripathy and his "so-call
colleagues", the damage done by
Congress
President's
"ill-advise
letter to Mr Patnaik cannot be ful
restored.
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The Times of India has viewed the
crisis as another symptom of bossism
in the Congress.
In the past those
who controlled
the local party machine kept up at least the 'pretence
of abiding by the directives of the
central leadership.
Now even that
pretence has gone, and they openly
defy its authority
with impunity.
This is the logical consequence of the
policy of allowing
individuals
to
build up "personal empires" within
the party organisation.
The central
leauership
of
the
parLy would
not have
been
in the
present
predicament
but for its own "unprincipled
compromises"
in
the
past. It undermined
its own moral
authority
when
it permitted
Mr
Patnaik, even when he was forced to
relinquish
the Chief
Ministership
because of grave administrative
im·
proprieties,
to nominate
his own
successors.
Perhaps
Mr
Patnaik
might not have felt so bold as to pre·
cipitate a ministerial
crisis but for
Mr Kamaraj's
letter imploring
him
to take charge of the party's election
campaign in the State.
It may still
be possible to devise a formula which
will save the face of the central leadership.
But this can in no way
alter the political
realities
in the
State. The whole affairs has helped
Mr Patnaik to reassert his authority.
For the central leadership of the party
what has happened in Orissa should
serve as writing on the wall.
Even
such moral authority
as it has will
become eroded in the course of time
if it does not take urgent action to
end the domination of the party orga·
nisation in some of the States by local
bosses whose political record is by no
means impressive.
The precise nature of what happened in Orissa is unclear to The
Statesman. The Congress President,
the Chief Minister,
and Mr Biju
Patnaik have all contributed
to the
obscurity :,f the situation
in which
Congress factionalists are up to their
little games. The innocent trying to
find his way through
the political
jungle may find it difficult to come
t.o firm conclusions
except on the
point that "Congressmen are certainly
going it". Such continued
"antics";
a mere five months before a general
election, can have given no joy in
Delhi, either to the Union Cabinet
or to the Working Committee.
To
the paper the only encouraging factor
in Orissa seems Mr Patnaik's assurances to the Press that he does not
SEPTEMBER
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seek to resume the Chief Ministership.
It reminds that the Orissa Public Accounts Committee
is still seized of
the Patnaik and Mitra cases and there
has been no disclosure
when the
committee intends to report.
Tripathy Blamed
Patriot is perhaps the only paper
which has exonerated
both the Congress President and Mr Patnaik and
has left it vague whether it would
like to see the latter back as Orissa's
Chief Minister.
The paper says the
Congress President
has gone on record that he does not want any
changes in Congress ministries till the
general election and Mr Patnaik has
categrically stated that he does not
want to be the Chief Minister of
Orissa now or ever.
Mr Tripathy
had, therefore,
no ground
to complain. . The paper holds the Chief
Minist.er responsible for creating the
cdsis by his "uncalled-for
and untimely interference
in the responsibities of other Ministers" when he knew
very well that he was neither
the
effective leader of the Congress legislature party nor of the Pradesh Congress and that his choice as Chief
Minister was a case of "routine political promotion"
having "all the appearances
of an interim
arrangement".
If the Congress
President
takes a firm position and makes it
clear that Mr Tripathy's
move to
reallocate
portfolios
just now was
"politically
neurotic",
the storm in
the Orissa Congress tea-cup may blow
over.
The Hindusthan Standard's correspondent, Ranajit Roy, reported from
New Delhi that for once Mr Kamaraj
was an angry man.
The mass resignation of Orissa Ministers at a time
when he expected it the least had
upset him.
He thinks
Mr Biju
Patnaik has manipulated
the resignations so that he may force _Mr Sadasiba Tripathy
to resign and become
Chief Minister himself.
The episode
which is likely to end with the withdrawal of the resignations,
may be
after some behind-the-scene
horsetrading, definitely marks the end of
the understanding
Mr Patnaik
was
able to develop with him.
On this
issue, Mr Kamaraj and Mrs Indira
Gandhi appear to have had the same
sharp reaction.
Mr Kamaraj's an,ger
derives mainly from his feeling that
Mr Patnaik has let him down.
It
is obvious that the Congress President
thinks that he was tricked into wri-

ting a personal letter to Mr Patnaik
praising him for his "able leadership".
The
Congr€ss
leadership
wants Mr Patnaik to repeat his 1957
performance
next year. For this, his
image has to be restored, and Mr
Kamaraj's letter to him was part of
the leadership's
efforts to that end.
But at this moment there can be no
question of the High Command
allowing him to take over from Mr
Tripathy.
One of the reasons for
this is that tQ permit one against
whom certain investigations
are proceeding to occupy such an important
office would be tactically unwise, particularly in' an election year.

•Mass

Leave
The massive solidarity demonstrated by the non-gazetted
staff of the
West Bengal Government
through
their "mass leave" programme attracted little
attentiop.
outside West
Bengal.
Most papers did not consider it front-page news, and no notice
has been taken of it by outside papers
editorially.
Being a Calcutta paper
Amrita Bazar Patrika could not ignore it altogether;
it has, however,
tried to play safe by incorporating
its
comments in a general editorial on
Bandhs.
But the paper is not quite
uncritical
of the Government.
It
says that if official circles were surprised at the tremendous response of
the employees to the call for mass
casual leave, that only shows that they
have no human touch with the lowerpaid staff. The Government
thinks
111 terms of law and order,
as though
if only law and order was maintained
it mattered little if schools and colleges remained
closed. Management
alias capital, another important estate
in modern days, thinks in terms of
production.
The ill-oaid, ill-housed
salariat
and wage-earners
think in
terms of the privations and hardships
of their daily life caused by rising
prices and food scarcity.
There
seems t.o exist no common ground between the three parties.
And leadership is conspicuous by its absence.
The Statesman has conceded that
those who organised
the so-called
mass casual leave by West Bengal
Government
employees have "every
reason" to be jubilant at the success
of their effort.
It is unable to advise
Mr P. C. Sen on whether any steps
should be taken against the leavetakers or not. But it is quite clear
about one thing-whatever
the Government's decision, it should be adh-
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IT IS TIME TO PLANT
WINTER VEGETABLES·

In the field,

in your backyard

or in pots on your terrace
in September transplant seedlings or sow seeds for raising
seedlings of tomato, cauliflower, cabbage, knol khol;
and plant
directly
seeds of turnips, radish, carrot, .
beetroot, spinach etc.

RAISE YOUR OWN
KITCHE.N GARDE.N
Help

In

Food

Self-sufficiency

DA I.6/H6

radio or the infernal cycle to the
point of deadening our power to react ~ Finally, why reject Becket or
Brecht and import
(if you have to
import at all) Valentina
Katayev, at
best an author of the second rate?
All this could have easily killed a
production.
But what prevents
an
utter fiasco and makes the show tolerable is the play itself.
Char Deyal,
by no means a great play, arrests a~~ention.
Structurally
and themat!~ally, the play is a farce, and a farce
of the conventional
stork at that. 11
does not contain any solemn gl)~J,el,
nor does it pretend to alleviate the
wrongs of the world. It simply wants
t.o amuse and that it does well.
Thanks are due to the charming
Dipika Bhattacharjee
who attunes
herself with the spirit of the play
and entertains us all with her comic
vitality, with her rolling mischievous
looks and her peculiarly funny vOice.
On the stage she coaxes and cajoles,
caresses and cobs with a gusto that
sets at rest our murmurs
of discontent.
With her superabundant,
lest
and perpetual mischief-mongering
~he
continually
reminds
one of Tony
Lumkin;
in that
rather
rotund
body, the spirit of comedy seems to
have found an. incarnation.
Sekhar
Chatterjee
and Dipten Roy, true. to
--I
the spirit of gay abandon permeating
.-1
the whole
play, ably s1,.lpport Sm.
Bhattacharj'ee.
.
There is much scope .for improvement.
Vttiya Deb (playing Jalad),
despite his poise and sensibility, needs
to be reminded that he is acting in a
By A DRAMA CRITIC
farce and therefore must not wail in
pathetic movements with the seriousNY criticism of Theatre
Vuit's
ness of a tragedian.
Something must
production
Char Deyal
(an
be done about the pronunciation
of
adaptation of Katayev's Squaring the
Nabendu Gupta.
Finally, the play itCircle) might well begin with a
self should be purged of certain innumber of questions.
One could, for
artistic, irritating
superll1,.lities. Why
example, ask why an unidentifiable
does Mr Chatterjee
at times forget
man with a Shakespearean
otherthe dramatic context and introduce
worldliness keeps oscillating his legs
unwarranted
gibes at one poor poet,
or popping out his head from the
Mr Mukherjee, for receiving the Prestage left wing at regular intervals?
sident's award!
Again, his fling at
Why do Priya and Tandra,
rarehll
the intellectuals
is in bad taste. To
enough to make up their faces rather
crown all, his attempt to be funny at
heavily, utterly neglect
their
poor
the expense of the revisionists is ra·
arms and the rest of their body ex·
(ner ineffective. Some cnaracters nave
posed to our sight?
Why do sOTTle
been built up as Communists
(whose
actors roll off their dialogues
wi th
only Communistic
activity is to use
such haste so as to give the impression
Lenin as their pillow)
mainly
for
of a meaningless clatter of water 011 ridiculing
revisionism.
Such subjecdead stone?
Why does the director
tive intrusions
never support
the
forgH that brevity is the soul of Wit action or the characters.
We shall
and go on elaborating the lokes about
love to see Char Deyal once again
the flickering light or the. blaring
with these expurgations.

ered to with quiet ~)U.teffective det~rmination.
The Mmlsters and semor
officials have received their share of
blame from the paper for the drying
up of every channel of meaningful
communication
between
different
levels of the administration
and the
leaders of employees' unions for their
demands of "somewhat unreasonable
and impracticable
dimensions".
The
paper suspects that interested parties
may have used this technique of pitching the demands very high to prevent any settlement, for it is difficult
to believe that all of those who are
encouraging the admittedly
genuine
grievances of the ordinary people to
find "reckless and disruptive expres·
sian" are primarily interested in see:
ing these grievances removed.

A Farce From Russia

A
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Raja
By A

DRAMA

CRITIC

twelve years ago Bohurup.ee's
SOMERaktaharabi
for the first t!me
in our theatre-history
introduced
the
concept of "the total theatre".
It a1st,
5hattered
the notion of the academician that a Tagore play is mOl'C
suited for the closet than the stage
and proved that Tagore drama, like
all true great drama, was e.minently
stageable.
Bohurupee has smce ;;taged a number of plays of which some
are sure to earn a permanent p~ace in
our theatre repertory.
But their production style has always been an extension of, an. evolutIOn from, the
style initiated in Ra..htalwrabi.
Once
again, however, Raja has struck new
grounds.
- Raja, unavoidably,
has a plot, a
tangible 'story' and a number of characters.
But. all these elements
are
,only means to work out a poetic metaphor, a symbol,
for t~e comm~nication of an abstract Idea: man s
search for' light throu~h da~k~e~s, his
desire to find the 'still pomt m all
the confusion and restlessness oE life.
Admittedly,
Raia like any m.at~re
play, can be enjoyed at many slgmfi
cant levels; but the level that matters most is one of metaphysical
abstraction.
Naturally,
the least that
any producer of. Raja must do is t?
communicate
thiS abstract level to hiS
spectator
in tangible
audio-visual
forms.
Set upon achieving their dif·
ficult task-with
no pioneer to follow, with little tradition to draw upon-Bohurupee
has been able to
create effective theatre out of pure
metaphysics.
This achievement
is primarily due
to the rigorous
discipline and an
almost monastic devotion
(for temptations are great indeed) with which
Bohurupee for long has practil;ed the
concept of 'the tot.al theatre'.
The
spotlights
never unnecessarily
glare
nor do they mysteriously grow dim,
the plebeians never appear as bandboxes, the kings are always made up
and dressed regally:
the hl{1cl<.i
n~s
never contradict the ideas, characters
always move as they are expected by the text to do.
Almost
every bit in the production
has
an autonomous
brilliance
as well
as distinct
place
in
the
t.otal
scheme. In fact, the combination
ot
the elements is always so dissection19

proof that one can hardly single out
a moment
(except those which are
emotionally
heightened
and have
been deservingly worked out with
greater sophistication:
the eve of the
spring festival or the glorious dawn
when the journey is co.mpleted, fO!
example) for extra praise.
In spite of all these the ship would
have sunk (the cargo was heavy indeed) bu t f9r the confidence
with.
which Tripti Mitra leads the action.
Instead of trying the shorter way to
easy fame by exploiting
Tagore-'s
word-music with her fine voice, she
gropes with the pregnant yet elusive
words to squeeze out the last drop of
meaning from them. She also creates
'gestural metaphors' and 'action-metaphors' with her whole physique and
ballet-like movements.
Kumar. Roy
as Thakurda
with his delicate
yet
profound ading and Amar Ganguly
(but. for his occasional
rumblings)
with his commanding
portrayal
ot
Kanchiraj
ably support Sm. Mitra'~
exploration
of the spiritual
world.'
Sunil Sarkar as Bim pakhsha
and
Sibsankar
Mukherjee
as M:uih:tb
prove that minor roles, if properly
acted, can be extremely interesting.
It is impossible to ignore the temper which informs the whole play-the t~mper of the Orient.
Throughout the production
ther.e is a serenity, a poise, a restraint;
yet underlying this surface-composure,
burning
lava seems to flow all the while. In
the. midst of plays of cosmopolitan
breed, Raja is refreshingly
oriental:
one always feels the presence of 'a
fire within' in spite of 'the calm without'.
There are one or two flaws in the
production.
First, the ~ong~ "hol1ld
have been better sung. Secone. the
prologue spoken with a "iew to-ihitiating the spectators into the heart
of the play seeme.d rather otiose. The
production could be safely allowed to
speak for itself.
NOW
is available at Students' Corner,
P.O. Kharagpur
Technology,
Kharagpur,
S.E. Railway

When the demand was raised that
students should be permitted to write
their theses in Hindi, the Academic
Council (School of International
Studies) decided that students could
do so if they could find combetent
supervisors and examiners in Hindi.
The
20

Hindu

by the director which make this rela·
tively commonplace
film somewhat
significant.
Jacques Nattau's beauti·
ful night photography
brin~s out the
harsh poetry of Paris streets, while
Gabin and Bourvil as the two prota·
gonists of the story (Gabin as the
adventure-loving
artist performs with
his usual gusto, and Bourvil delihe·
rately plays it cool, consistently keeping up the "little-man"
image), do
their bits quite effectively.
While the French can treat the war
in a light vein, Eastern Europe's obsession with war and its tragedies
usually assumes a violent shape. This
seems excusable, considering the hal"
rowing experiences
they had been
through.
War and its ravages have
By A FILM CRITIC
been recurrent themes in many East
European
films and the Polish Jan
Rybowski's
Tonight A Town Dies
THE
French
cinema
during
the
(shown last week by the Calcutta Film
early fifties was relatively
unSociety and earlier by the Cine Club)
productive.
The film-makers had not
also deals with war and its effects.
yet fully recovered from the spiritu21
Peter, a young Pole, a runaway from
and material crisis following the war
a German transport, comes to Dresand the occupation.
Veterans
like
den on an important assignation and
Clair and Renoir did not quite live
an impossible tdationship
grow~ up
up to their past reputation
after they
between him and Magda, a German
had come back to France.
The diraristocrat's daughter.
The fear, anectors who had taken refuge in the
xieties, torments and the agonies of
comparative
safety of the period
a bomb-stricken city, the varied facets
pieces (!ike Carne in Visi..teurs Du
of human character, Peter's confronSoir) now found themselves completation with the average Germans and
tely at a loss to tackle the contempotheir peculiarly
mixed attitudes
to
rary realities.
The nouvelle
va!!ue
war, the pathetic picture of sex-starv·
was yet to be born.
Except. for the
ed womenfolk, all chese could have
sporadic flashes of Tati comedies and
been used in a more interestin~ way,
the deliQ"htful Paris sketche~ by Beckhad not the director
gone in for
er, the French cinema of this period
empty pictorial ism making the back·
had almost
nothing
else to offer.
ground, the formal designs, the beau·
Clause Autaant-Lara's
La TTTJanee ties of the flying fireballs more im·
De Paris (recently shown by the film
portant than the human material.
societies of Calcutta) adequately
reflects the hesitant
feelinQ"s of these
nervous
years.
The
director's
atLetters
tempts to break from the conventions
are quite in evidence, but somehow
the inertia of the past hanQ"s heavy
on the film which fails to sten beyond
a certain
limit.
But within
that
Your editorial
of September
2
limited framework, the film is au;te
('Lessons from Bombay')
stated very
competent.
It is ·a simple, straig-htconfidently that the cpr joined the
forward tale of two persons'
night
PSP and INTUC
in opposing
the
iourney·
through
German-ocrunied
Bombay
bandh.
Evidently
these
Paris to transport
four baQ"s full of
views are not shared by the Bombay
pork from one end of t.he Citv to the
action committee which asked a Com·
other.
This nocturnal soiourn is not
munist leader (S. G. Patkar) to pre.
very adventurous
or dr<lmatic with
side, and two others (S. A. Dange
shocks and surprises lurkinQ" at everv
turn. but it is the slow and Q"raclual and N ana Patil) to speak at the mas!
rally which
brought
the day-long
build-un of a kind of relationship
hestrike to its successful conclusion
tween these two persons with sharply
The bandh was a massive pOlidca!
opposite
attitudes
to life and the
action led by five leftist parties ll."d
keen, sympathetic
character
studies

Nights Of Fury

Bombay :Bandh
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three central
trade
unions.
One
should be very sure of one's facts before writing in a way that discredits
such a movement and confuses out·
siders. The CPl and its unions had
a prominent
part in the Bombay
bandh of August 25, and 'Sachivalaya
bandh' (organised by the Sampoorna
Maharashtra
Samiti) the day before.
Can you refute this statement,
and
reports in New Age of August 28 and
September 4; if so, will you please
state your evidence?
What exa.ctly
is the "no-strike
strategy"
of the
CP I? When and how was it revealed to you?
While many people would like to
see the leftists unite, no one but Now
ever thought of bringing this about
through scandal-mongering
(of which
I could quote other examples).
The
working class is not yet "tired"
of
whatever "game" S. A. Dange is supposed to be- playing.
But some of
us are very bored with juvenile pa ..;times involving a lavish use of leftsounding phrases.
Judging by the
extraordinary
effects it produces, not
Dange but the editor of Now should
worry about the company he keeps.
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SARKAR

Calcutta
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(The comment was based. on a
report in Hindusthan
Standard from
its Bombay office. According to later
reports, Mr Dange's party fully supported the bandh.-Editor.)
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gressive regimentation
of thought and
sustained brain-washing.
I wish to express my disappointment and disapproval in no uncertain
terms about your having joined the
coterie of pro-Peking pen-pushers.

,s.

PARAMESWARAN

Calcutta
News-items, stories (gathered from
Llsuaily reliable sources or learnt from
Hong Kong refugees) , AIR news bur.
letins, all suggest that in the name of
a cultural
revolution,
the Chinese
Communists are carrying on an inhuman and anti-cultural
programme.
But our Press and. people seem to be
indifferent
to the great cultural
onslaught in the USA. Here is a sample:
"GRENADA
(Mississippi),
Sept. 12.
-A group of angry white men armed
with tyre chains, axe handles and lead
pipes surrounded
Negro children as
they left a newly-integrated
school
here today, reports Reuter. One Negro
boy was hurled to the ground, kicked
and beaten.
'That'll
teach you, nig·
ger', one of the men shouted. 'DOQ't
come back here tomorrow'.
P-lLice·
man standing near by appeared
to
make no attempt to assist the boy."
(Statesman, 4-9-66).
And though all our northern windows are closed, our cultural ties with.
the ,,,rest are growing day by day;
so that we may have a free flow of
that great cuture.
Let's twist, O')t
only hips, but facts too.
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Cultural

Revolution

It was sad enough, your irritating
silence on the "cultural"
purges in
China; but it was positively sickening to see you break your silence by
coming out with a brief for Mao.
Maybe the Chinese deserve praise for
their unshakeable
belief in the possibility of a world without American
charity.
Their desire for stemming
the American
tide
is laudable.
But these facts do neither
war·
ran't nor justify their means and methods. Their attempt to create a proletarian utopia within the confines
of China, which is a forerunner
of
their desire to 'revolutionise'
the
world, is fraught with dangerous consequences [or the existence of free
men. It goes against the very grain
of any rational human being to see
an avowedly chaste and infallible
ideology being rammed down the unwilling throats of the people by pro·

Roy

Calcutta

Russian Revaluation
We observe that at a time when
democratic
forces of rallying
for a
trial of strength with the anti-people
Government and when even the Dangeites are finding it difficult to utter
a single word of' praise for Mrs Indira
Gandhi's Cabine-t, the Soviet' leaders
have discovered the existence of an
"independent
national economic po·
licy" in India.
This is an anti-Indian exercise.
Tbe reactionary
diques may feel elated
by the ne,,,,
trends in Russian thinking, but their
delight will be poor consolation for
tbe Soviet policy-makers who are out
to alienate a friendly people engal;ed
in a just struggle, disregarding
Lheir
obligation to the Moscow Agreements
of 1957 and 1960.
SREEPATI NANny

Calcu~la

Sesh Theke

Suru

In stating
the theme
of Sesh
Thcke
Suru
your
drama
cri·
tic has gone a good length
into
the story, but, alas, missed the theme
which is, from frustration
to hope,
from death to life. As the theme demands there have to be some retrospective expositions.
Is there any play
that is not fictional?
Clownery and
the farcical also are required by the
content.
So to me the form is quite
iQ agreement
with the theme.
The excesses are there.
The finer
touches of humour have been 111-arred by repetition.
The lengthy, tearjerking story-telling of the drunk hus·
band is not touching.
The unde
taxes our sense of h}lmour.
Yet the
'originality'
cannot be denied.
The
two frustrated men who had lost aI'
hope in life, work dispassionately with
the dead,
work
among the dead,
thrive on the dead but at the end
realise that there is hope, there is
life. They begin anew.
The details
and characters convincingly establish
the theme.
The locale where all actions take place in.dicates an orig~nal
idea. The suggestiveness of the flver
as a canvas on which the portraits of
the dead are drawn should not go
without mention.
Set design is conventional but gives just the feeling o[
a photographer's
shop at a burning
ghat with all its poverty, gloom and
want of decor.
In short, there are
many good features in Sesh Theke
Suru which deserve bouquets
rather
than brickbats.
MINU Roy (MRS)
Calcutl:l

Teachers
Mr P. C. Sen said after his visit ·to
Japan that he h;td been fascinated
by her rapid and wonderful progrell'i
in every sphere.
This he attributed
to the high standard
of the educa.
tional system there.
What is the state of education in
his West Bengal?
It spends only
2.10 per cent of its total income on
education;
27.3 per cent of the total
expenditure
on education
in this
State is borne by guardians as against
17.1 per cent (on an average) in other
States.
Only 33.3 per cent of the
boys of the 11-14 aRe-group enjoy the
opportunity
of reading in Classes VIVIII and 21.9 per cent of higher age·
groups read
in higher
secondary
schools in West Bengal;
West Ben-

{'lei
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NOW
gal is 7th in order of expenditure on
education in India and this is one oj
the reasons why it is lagging behind
many other States and has the 6th
place from the top in order of the
percentage of literates,
though be
fore independence Bengal was alway~
on the top.
What about the teachers?
It WCl~
painful to watch hundrerds of teachers marching from Subodh Mullick
Square to Esplanade East on September 13 despite incessant
rain and
squatting under a canopy in Esplanade East. They demand better pay.
According to them,' the revised pay
scales do not in any way benefit 80
per cent of the 60,000 secondary teachers in West Bengal. For example, the
old pay scale of Rs. 160-295
for
trained graduate
teachers has been
revised to Rs. 167-371 but the rate
of yearly increment has remained th~
same. That is, at the initial stage
there has been only a rise of Rs. 7
and at the last stage Rs. 2-2. rhi~
does not benefit the experienced trained teachers who have already enjoyed
one increment or two in the old
scale.
_
So they are squatting. Incidentally,
their movement is not onlJ against
the State Government's apathy-but is
also to press the Central Government.
The All India Secondary Teachers'
Federation has proposed a cease-work
movement
in November this year
throughout India.
DEBABRATA

Bhadrakali,

RAY

Hooghly

India And China
\

Since the 20th Congress of the
CPSU in 1956 Chinese politics have
been moving through
twists and
turns.
I may serialize them as under; 1. Great Leap Forward. 2. Hundred
Flowers
Blossom,
Hundred
Thoughts Contend.
3. Fight against
Soviet revisionism culminating in the
great 'cultural revolution'.
. The first two are practically dead.
The last has come to such a stage
that the USSR has become the main
enemy of China besides the USA.
China accuses Soviet leaders of collaboration with t,he US against Vietnam and of bringing back capitalism
in the USSR at a time when Soviet
arms are being used to fight US imperialism in Vietnam, the North Vietnam Prime Minister is visiting the
USSR to finalise Soviet help to NrJlth
Vietnam, and the USSR and other
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W.arsaw Po.wers have ,declared that
they would send army volunteers as
soon as North Vietnam asks for it.
As for reversion to capitalism, not
a single serious work by any theoretician holding Chinese views has been
brought out to explain how a socialist
economy existing for more than 40
years can turn into capitalism and
what are the new economic forces that
are generating
new capitalist
class
relations in the USSR.
A rot has set in the Marxist think·
ing world since the death of Lenin.
Can we mention any original writing since his death, besides a few
minor works of Stalin and Mao Tsetung (he has not written anything
worth mentioning
after the Chinese
revoluti'on) ?

A. K.

BACCHI

Calcutta
The reported promotion of Marshal
Lin Pao, the Chinese Defence Minister, as successor-apparent to Mao Tsetung has led many quarters to think
that a process of Bonapartism has set
in China. Bourgeois and 'left-wing'
weeklies share the anxiety over 'militarisation' of Communist China. The
Economist
on August 20 came out
with a screaming editorial that the
third world war was already on now
that Lin Piao has become No. 2 in
China.
Wasn't it Lin Piao who in
his infamous article in September last
year proclaimed that the countryside
would overwhelm the towns, thereby
leaving the Americans no option but
to oppose Chinese subversion in Vietnam?
It was forgotten that the Americans opted for vicious land, air and
sea operations against Vietnam long
before Lin Piao wrote his article.
Also ignored was the point that Lin
Piao had not declared that the Chinese would carryon
national liberation wars in other countries.
In fact,
his emphasis on self-help and indigenous resources in any such liberation war has made the Chinese the
butt of ridicule
in other quarters,
who are saying that the Chinese will
fight to the last Vietnamese.
It has been a central theme in Communist ideology that revolution can·
not be exported.
But when foreign
troops back up counter-revolutiqn,
it
is the duty of a socialist country to
do all it can to help the lib~fation
forces, even at the risk of endangering itself. . Intervention
in. Vietnam
~ould not be an acl of expansion'.
Ism.

The Cltinese are never tired of
telling the world that the Russian.
by their understanding with the USA,
are letting down the Vietnamese dnd
that Chinese would never act together with the revisionists.
It is true
that Khrushchev
agreed to some
humiliating
conditions, such as in•.
pection of Cuban missile s~tes, with.
out caring to ask Castro. But a joint
front against the USA will make a
repetition of such events impossible
in view of the partners:
the everand over-vigilant
Chinese, Ho Chi
Minh and NLF. If the Chinese Com·
munists could come to a temporary
agretlment with the Kuomintang
to
fight the Japanese, and Stalin and
the Allied Powers could get together
to defeat the Axis, a joint socialist
front against the USA can be given
a trial. The party that chickens will
expose itself.
To rule out a joint
front over Vietnam, sounds strange on
the face of it.
S. BISWAS
New Delhi
NOW
is available at railwCiY
booksellers of
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Manufacturers

KANORIA COMPANY
9~ Brahourne Road~
•
CALCUTTA.
Phone:
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!J, 1966

22-9121/26 (6 Lines)

LIMITED

Regd. No. C 287

NOW

September 23, 1966

TROL
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QUALITY C
SWITCH
MOVEMENT
PRESSURE

REFLE.CTOR
BRIGHTNESS
fOCUS

THRE.AD FITTING
BARREL 3< HEAD
BARREL 3<
BASE
HEAD 3<
HEAD RING
BARREL 3<
HOLDER

FINISH OF
TORCH

.--wish'·

we could have
this card!
This is the unseen credential.
~
All flashlights are tested.
item by item, before they leave the factory.
Rigid quality control and test at every
stage of the manufacturing process make the
flashlights perfect and dependable.
Go ahead and buy Geep, Janta or Alfa
flashlights, You may not see this card. Al'l the
same, 'it has built-in
quality .
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